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Abstract
Based on Renyi entropy, we study the entropy corrected version of the holographic dark energy
(HDE) model in apparent horizon of spatially flat FriedmannLematreRobertsonWalker (FLRW)
universe. Applying the generalized entropy leads to the modified version of the Friedmann
evolution equations which besides pressure-less matter and HDE, there is an extra term that is
purely geometric. This extra term are assumed as another part of dark energy. We assume the
universe is filled by non-interacting components of ideal fluids such as dark matter and holographic
dark energy. The total dark energy, which is a combination of generalized HDE and geometric
part, has a density parameter that approaches one by decreasing the redshift. Considering the
total equation of state parameter and deceleration parameter of the universe indicates that
the universe could stays in positive accelerated expansion phase that shows an agreement with
observational data, only for the specific values of the constant ζ.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This is an acceptable belief that about ninety five percent of the universe is unknown
which is a composition of two ambiguous components known as dark matter and dark
energy [1–7]. Dark matter is realized in astrophysical scale that contributes about 25% of
the universe. So far, its nature is unknown and we only have some candidate for describing
this mystery such as axion, neutrino, primordial black holes. On the other hand, we have
dark energy which fills about 70% of the universe and works on cosmological scales and is
responsible for the current positive accelerated expansion phase.
There are two general approaches to explain the reason of the present positive accelerated
expansion phase of the universe. First, it is assumed that dark energy is a type of unknown
and ambiguous fluid with negative pressure that is responsible for the present acceleration of
the universe [8–18]; another way to describe the acceleration is applying modified theories of
gravity where dark energy is explained in terms of geometrical effects [19]. A new candidate
for dark energy appeared when Cohen et. al. applied some hypothesis on the mutual relation
between UV (Λ) and IR (L) cutoffs and the entropy of system, stating as ρΛ ∝ S/L
4 where ρΛ
is the vacuum energy density [20]. In studying the thermodynamics of the black hole [21, 22],
it is shown that the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy bound SBH ∼ M
2
pL
2, scales as the area
A ∼ L2 instead of the volume V ∼ L3 (Mp is the reduced Plank mass, 8piG = 1/M
2
p = 1).
Applying the idea to the cosmological studies led to a model for dark energy that is known
as Holographic Dark Energy (HDE) [23–32]. The HDE has become an outstanding way
to understand dark energy which has received huge attention [20, 24–26, 31, 33, 34, 36–
46]. On the other hand, for the case which self-gravitation effects could be disregarded, the
Bekenstein entropy bound SB is EL where E = ρΛL
3 is the energy and L is the IR cutoff
of system. Using SB < SBH , one can see ρΛ ≤ M
2
pL
−2. The HDE is given by defining a
numerical constant c :
ρd = 3c
2M2pL
−2. (1)
Observational data, which is obtained by constraining the HDE model, indicate that c =
0.818+0.113−0.097 [47] and c = 0.815
+0.179
−0.139 [48] for flat and non-flat space time respectively. More
studies about HDE model and its features are done in [31, 35–37, 49–55].
The primary model of HDE that is based on attributing the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy to
the cosmos horizon and assuming the Hubble horizon as the cutoff could not lead to a proper
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explanation for a spatially flat FLRW universe [23–26, 31]. One issue could be addressed to
the fact that in this model both dark matter and dark energy evolve with the same function
of scale factor [25, 26]. Although applying new cutoffs might solve the problem [25, 26], even
such cutoffs could not promise an stable model for dark energy as it becomes the dominant
component [32]. In general, the problem might be solved using different methods such as: I)
imposing other cutoffs than the Hubble cutoff, II) introducing possible interaction between
the universe components, III) trying different entropies; or sometimes a combination of these
methods [36, 37].
According to the various research studies [56–61, 63–67], it seems that generalized entropy
formalism, which are based on the power-law distribution of probability, is the prefer choice
for systems that include long-range interactions, such as gravity. Due to the successes
of the generalized entropy formalism in providing adequate explanation for dark energy,
cosmologists have been motivated to apply the generalized entropy instead of the Bekenstein
entropy as the horizon entropy [65, 67–71, 73–76]. Two recent generalized entropies could
be named as Renyi and Tsallis [59–62], which widely have been utilized in studying different
gravitational and cosmological phenomena [65–71, 73–78]. Derivation of HDE density relies
on the entropy-area relationship SBH = A/4 where A is the area of horizon of black hole and
G = 1. Therefore, by changing the entropy relation, one can find a new form of HDE. It is
remarkable that by using a generalized form of entropy-area relation, the form of HDE and
gravity model equations will be generalized. Therefore, we have a generalized Friedmann
equation to describe the universe evolution. This fact motivates us to investigate the positive
accelerating phase of the universe in the new form of HDE which is obtained based on Renyi
entropy. It has been shown that, the Renyi entropy is given as [68–70]
SR =
1
ζ
ln(1 + ζST ), (2)
where ST is the Tsallis entropy and ζ is a small real constant. It has been explored that the
Tsallis and Bekenstein is equal [68–70, 78]. Then, Eq.(2) is reduced to:
SR =
1
ζ
ln(1 + ζ
A
4
), (3)
in which by approaching the constant ζ to zero, i.e. ζ → 0, the Renyi entropy reduces to
A/4.
During the present work, we are going to consider the HDE by applying the Renyi entropy. It
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is assumed that the universe is described by a flat FLRW metric, filled with non-interacting
components. It should be mentioned that the same topic was studied in EPJC (2018) [72],
however the problem is that even by applying a generalized entropy, by mistake the authors
performed the work by considering the standard Friedmann equation which certainly comes
to unreliable results. The point is that due to applying a generalized entropy, a generalized
Friedmann equation is resulted which includes an entropy corrected HDE plus an extra term
which is purely geometric. Then, the situation become more complicated because there is an
extra density parameter related to the constant ζ which is the result of the Renyi entropy.
II. THE MODEL
As we mentioned before, Renyi entropy is a generalize version of Bekenstein entropy so
that the gravity and then Friedmann equations based on it should be generalized. Therefore,
firstly, we are about to find the modified version of Friedmann equations based on the Renyi
entropy. We propose the spatially flat FLRW metric as
dS2 = dt2 − a2(t) dx.dx, (4)
where a(t) is the scale factor of the universe. The apparent horizon in the flat FLRW
universe is given as [79–81].
r =
1
H
, (5)
and the Howking temperature on the horizon is obtain as [82]
T =
1
2pir
=
H
2pi
. (6)
To derive the modified Friedmann equation based on Renyi entropy, we use the Clausius
relation [83].
− dE = TdS; (7)
Here −dE is the energy crossing from a fixed horizon in the infinitesimal time interval.
According to [84], one can obtain :
dE = −4pir3(p+ ρ)Hdt, (8)
where, p and ρ are the pressure and energy density of ideal fluid, respectively. We assume
the dark energy component in the universe is given by HDE and total energy inside the
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universe satisfy the following relation:
ρ˙+ 3H(p+ ρ) = 0, (9)
Where ρ = ρm + ρd and p = pm + pd are respectively the total energy density and total
pressure of the universe respectively. Using (3), (5), (6), (7), (8), and (9), we have
H2 − ζpi ln(H2 + ζpi) =
8pi
3
(ρm + ρd),
H2 − ζpi ln(H2 + ζpi) +
2H˙
3
1 + ζpi
H2
= −
8pi
3
pd, (10)
where ρm and ρd are energy density for matter and dark energy respectively and pd is the
pressure of HDE. It is obviously seen that for ζ = 0, these equations reduce to the ordinary
Friedmann equation. As we mentioned before, we assume the vacuum energy density has the
role of dark energy, namely we suppose, Λ = ρΛ = ρD which is given by holographic energy
in this model i.e. rD = rd therefore, by utilizing Eqs. (5), (6), A = 4pir
2 and ρddV ∝ TdS
one can obtain:
ρd ∝
H2
4pi(1 + ζpi
H2
)
, (11)
Defining a constant, we can write Eq. (11) as
ρd =
3c2H2
8pi(1 + ζpi
H2
)
, (12)
Note that for G = 1 , M−2p = 8pi and by inserting ζ = 0 Eq. (12) reduce to Eq. (1) and
Eq.(10) reduces to ordinary Friedmann equation. This fact shows that our modified version
of holographic dark energy is combatable with the ordinary one Eq. (1).
In this work, we assume that there is no interaction between main component of the
universe, and the EoS could be written as
ρ˙d + 3H(ρd + pd) = 0, (13)
ρ˙m + 3Hρm = 0 (14)
From Eqs. (13) and (14), we have
pd = −ρd −
ρ˙d
3H
, , (15)
ρm = ρ0(1 + z)
3, (16)
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where ρ0 is a constant and z is the redshift.
Using the following definitions for density parameters
Ωm =
8pi
3H2
ρm , Ωd =
8pi
3H2
ρd, (17)
and
Ωζ =
ζpi ln(H2 + ζpi)
H2
, (18)
one can rewrite the first generalized Friedmann equation (10) as
1 = Ωm + Ωd + Ωζ (19)
Inserting Eqs. (15) and (12) in Eq. (10), one obtains
E2(z)−
ζpi
H20
ln(H2 + ζpi) = Ω0(1 + z)
3 +
c2
(1 + ζpi
E2(z)H2
0
)
E2(z), (20)
where H(z) = E(z)H0 and H0 is the present Hubble parameter, namely H0 = H(z = 0).
Than
Ω0(z = 0) =
8piρ0
3H20
. (21)
In obtaining Eq. (20), it is assumed that E(z) = 1 for z = 0, and this assumption leads to
the following expression for the constant c, i.e.
c2 = (1 +
ζpi
H20
)
(
1− Ω0 −
ζpi
H20
ln(H20 + ζpi)
)
. (22)
On the other hand, from Eq. (18) and (19), one can obtain the following relation,
E2(z)
(
1− Ωd − Ωm
)
= (
ζpi
H20
) ln(H2 + ζpi), (23)
and by substituting Eqs. (20) in (23), one yields
E2(z) =
Ω0(1 + z)
3
Ωm + Ωd
+
c2
(Ωd + Ωm)(1 +
ζpi
E2(z)H2
0
)
E2(z), (24)
From Eq.(24), the parameter E(z) could not be derived analytically which this is a direct
result of the modified Friedmann equation. In EPJC 78, 89 (2018), where the authors
derived an analytical solution for E(z), the originally form of the Friedmann equation is
utilized, which according to the fact that we are working with generalized entropy, is an
incorrect conclusion, and this output affects all their next results.
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III. THE COSMOLOGICAL PARAMETERS BEHAVIOR
To consider some of cosmological parameters, such as density parameter and equation
of state parameter, we are going to apply the numerical solution for E(z), and by using
this solution, the cosmological parameters and their behavior will be plotted and studied
versus the redshift, z. The obtained solution for E(z) is used to determine the behavior
of the density parameter of the total dark energy and its components. In Fig. 1, the
density parameters Ωd and Ωζ have been plotted versus redshift z for different choices of
ζ , where the constants Ωm = 0.31 and H0 = 67 km s
−1Mpc−1 are taken based on the last
observational data of Planck [85]. Note that for these values of the parameters Ωm and H0
for the present time, the constant c could be read from Eq.(22) which remains only as a
function of ζ . For ζ = 10, 20 and 30 that we choose for our work, the constant c stands
between c = 0.79 to 0.82, and this range of c is in good agreement with the value of the
same parameter that has been obtained in [86] for the holographic model.
From Fig.1 it is seen that the density parameter of the HDE is higher for bigger values
of the redshift, and by passing time it decreases. The effect of the constant ζ on the
density parameter Ωd is shown in the figure in which by increasing the constant, the
density parameter takes smaller values. On the other hand, the density parameter of the
geometric part has a different behavior in which it is small for high values of the redshift,
and it increases by reduction of the redshift. Also, for smaller values of the constant ζ
the density parameter Ωζ receives smaller values which is oppose to the behavior of Ωd.
The density parameter of the total dark energy, Ωdζ , which is a combination of the HDE
and geometric energy is also depicted in Fig. 1, which indicates that the density param-
eter of the total dark energy of the Universe grows by passing time and approaches one
for negative values of the redshift, stating that the universe will be dominated by dark energy.
In addition using Eqs. (10) and (15), one can reach to the following equation for H˙ ,
H˙ =
4pic2ρm
Ωd(2c2 − 1− Ωd)
, (25)
in which to reach the above expression, the following relation is applied
ρ′d =
dρd
dH
=
2ρd
c2H
(2c2 − Ωd). (26)
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FIG. 1: The density parameters Ωd,Ωζ and Ωζd versus z for different choice of ζ. Here, Ωm = 0.31
and H0 = 67(Km/s)/Mpc [85].
Substituting Eqs. (25) and (26) in Eq. (15), we have
pd = −
[
1 + (
2c2 − Ωd
2c2 − 1− Ωd
)(
Ωm
Ωd
)
]
ρd. (27)
By defining the equation of state (EoS) parameter of HDE as ωd = pd/ρd, the following
relation is concluded for ωd
ωd = −1− (
2c2 − Ωd
2c2 − 1− Ωd
)(
Ωm
Ωd
) (28)
With attention to this fact that the modified term in the Friedmann equation (10) is con-
sidered as a fluid, one could assume it as a perfect fluid and define an EoS. Following the
same process as above, the EoS parameter for this part is read as
ωζ = −1− (
ζpi
H2(2c2 − 1− Ωd)
)(
Ωm
Ωζ
). (29)
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FIG. 2: The EoS wd, wζd, wt versus z for different choice of ζ. Here, Ωm = 0.31 and H0 =
67(Km/s)/Mpc [85].
Also, we can characterize the total EoS parameter as ωt ≡ (pζ + pd)/(ρζ + ρd + ρm), then
ωt = −
(
1 +
4
3
H˙
H2
−
2ζpi
3c2
H˙
H4
)
Ωd − Ωζ +
2
3
H˙
H2
Ω2d
c2
(30)
In Fig. 2, the EoS parameters of two components of dark energy, ωd and ωζ , and also the
EoS parameter of the total dark energy ωt, have been plotted in terms of z for different
choices of ζ , where Ωm = 0.31, H0 = 67(km s
−1Mpc−1).
The parameter ωd corresponds to the HDE and ωζ is related to the geometric part
of dark energy. Both parameters are negative which indicates both components possess
negative pressure, which in turn states that the geometric component could also be taken
as a type of dark energy. In addition, the parameter ωd approaches −1 by reduction of the
redshift, however the parameter ωζ increases a little at first, then it decreases and tends to
−1 as well. The total EoS parameter is depicted versus the redshift z in Fig.2 for different
values of the constant ζ . The figures shows that for the present time, i.e. z = 0, the total
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FIG. 3: The deceleration parameter q versus z for different choice of ζ. Here, Ωm = 0.31 and
H0 = 67(Km/s)/Mpc.
EoS parameter in below −1/3 for ζ = 30 which implies on a universe with accelerated
expansion phase. For two other choices of ζ , ωt is negatives but it is higher than −1/3
and could not describe the positive accelerated phase of the universe for the present time.
Another point is that, Fig.2 determines that the parameter ωt ia approaching −1 which
states that our universe tends to reach a de Sitter universe.
Moreover, deceleration parameter, q, is find out as
q = −1 −
H˙
H2
, (31)
Using Eq. (25), we reach
q = −1−
Ωm
Ωd
(
3c2
2(2c2 − 1− Ωd)
)
(32)
In Fig. 3, deceleration parameter, q, have been plotted versus z for different choices of ζ ,
where Ωm = 0.31 and H0 = 67(Km/s)/Mpc.
For all cases, there is a phase transition in which the universe exits from a deceleration
phase and enters to a positive accelerated expansion phase. It is clear that when the
universe is dominated by matter, the deceleration parameter is about 1/2, and by passing
time, when the universe would be overwhelmed by dark energy, the deceleration parameter
reaches negative values. However, the results depends on the values of the constant ζ so
that for ζ = 10 and 20 the deceleration parameter is positive for the present time (z = 0)
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that shows a negative accelerated phase for the universe that is in clear contraction with
observation. However, for ζ = 30, the deceleration parameter q is negative for the present
time. This result is in complete agreement with our result that has been obtained about
the total EoS parameter ωt.
Finally, we consider the stability of the model against perturbation. For this goal we
explore the squared sound speed of the components of dark energy and the total fluid of the
universe, which are defined as
v2i =
dpi
dρi
= (
ρi
ρ′i
)ω′i + ωi (33)
where i stands for i = d, ζ, t and prime indicates derivative with respect to H . Note that
the sign of squared sound speed ( v2i > 0 or v
2
i < 0) determines the stability or unstability of
each component against perturbation respectively. Fig.4 displays the squared sound speed
for generalized HDE, geometric dark energy and the model. It could be realized that the
sound speed of generalized HDE is positive which indicates that this part of dark energy
is stable. The most important case is the stability of the total fluid of the universe which
according to the Fig.4 is stable and this result in turn implies on the stability of the model.
IV. CONCLUSION
There are many candidates for dark energy to explain the positive accelerated expansion
phase of the universe, in which HDE is one of them that is known as a promising model to
explain the nature of this ambiguous fluid. HDE model, as one of those candidates of dark
energy, is based on the entropy-area relation. Since the entropy-area relation depends on the
gravity theory, generalizing one of them, i.e. gravity or entropy, will modified the other one.
Based on this fact, we found out a modified Friedmann evolution equation by using a type
of generalized entropy which is known as Renyi entropy. In addition by identification of IR
cut-off with apparent horizon, L = H−1, and exploring the Bekenstein entropy as the Tsallis
entropy, and by using the Renyi entropy we obtained the modified version of HDE. Besides
ordinary matter and generalized HDE, the modified friedmann equations contains an extra
term which are purely geometric. This term possesses a negative pressure and because of
this fact, it was taken as a type of dark energy. Then, it was assumed that the total dark
11
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2
t versus z for different choice of ζ. Here, Ωm = 0.31 and
H0 = 67(Km/s)/Mpc [85].
energy contains two parts, one the generalized HDE and the other is geometric dark energy.
In the work, the effects of generalized version of entropy on various properties of holographic
dark energy, cosmological and gravitational phenomena were studied. Considering the den-
sity parameter of dark energy shows that the total density parameter of dark energy increases
by passing time, and approaches to one in future and dominates the universe. The equation
of state parameters of dark energy and its components were obtained and plotted, and the
results shows that EoS parameters of generalized HDE and the geometric dark energy tends
to −1 by decreasing redshift, which indicates that the EoS parameter of the total dark en-
ergy also approaches to the bigger negative values by passing time, which indicates that the
universe is going to a positive accelerated expansion phase. However, the result depends on
the values of the constant ζ , and only for some specific values of this constant, the current
universe stands in positive acceleration. For instance, for ζ = 10 or 20 the universe is in
deceleration phase in the present time, however for ζ = 30 the acceleration of the universe
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at the present time is positive. This result is in complete agreement with the behavior of
the deceleration parameter which was considered in next step. The behavior of the deceler-
ation parameter was illustrated in Fig.3, which shows that there is a phase transition and
the universe goes from deceleration phase (matter dominant era) to a positive accelerated
expansion phase (dark energy dominant era). It seems that the current positive acceleration
phase of the universe is acceptable for higher values of the constant ζ .
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